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Abstract
Abstract. In this paper, we prove a well-posedness theorem for
the massive wave equation (with the mass satisfying the Breitenlohner-
Freedman bound) on asymptotically anti-de Sitter spaces. The solution
is constructed as a limit of solutions to an initial boundary value prob-
lem with boundary at a finite location in spacetime by finally pushing
the boundary out to infinity. The solution obtained is unique within the
energy class (but non-unique if the decay at infinity is weakened).
1 Introduction
In [1], the author obtained uniform global bounds for a class of solutions to the
massive wave equation
gψ − αΛ
3
ψ = 0 (1)
on any black hole spacetime suitably close to a slowly rotating Kerr-AdS solution
provided the spacetime admitted a Killing field on the black hole exterior which
is everywhere causal and null on the horizon. The more elementary issue of well-
posedness of (1) on these backgrounds was not discussed in the aforementioned
paper. Instead, we assumed the existence of solutions to (1) arising from suitably
regular initial data and exhibiting a sufficiently strong decay at null-infinity for
our argument to work. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the existence
of such solutions, indeed, the well-posedness of a suitable initial value problem.
We direct the reader to section 8.4 of [2] and to the previous paper [1] for
further background. We also refer to the recent work of Vasy [3] for related local
and global well-posedness results on asymptotically AdS spacetimes (including
a detailed description of the propagation of singularities) using in particular
tools from microlocal analysis.
The reason that even the well-posedness question is non-trivial arises from
the fact that asymptotically AdS spacetimes are not globally hyperbolic. To
make hyperbolic equations like (1) well-posed on such backgrounds, in general,
boundary conditions will have to be imposed on the timelike boundary at infin-
ity, commonly referred to as “scri” and denoted I. It turns out that existence
and uniqueness is particularly subtle in the range of “negative mass” 0 < α < 94 ,
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as was first observed in the pioneering work of Breitenlohner and Freedman [4]
by a mode analysis on exactly AdS spacetimes. For this case, Bachelot [5] fi-
nally proved that, in the range 54 ≤ α < 94 , infinitely many solutions of (1) exist,
depending on boundary conditions, while for α < 54 , the problem is well-posed,
provided the spherically symmetric mode is subtracted. Since this rather sur-
prising behavior is a consequence of the timelike boundary at infinity, one may
expect to establish a well-posedness statement not only for pure AdS but for all
asymptotically AdS spacetimes. This is carried out in the present paper.
While the work of [5] studies the problem in the realm of scattering theory
and self-adjoint extensions of operators, the approach taken here is entirely
based on energy estimates. In this context, we prove a well-posedness statement
for the complete range α < 94 , with the solution being unique in the energy class.
Key is the observation that the non-uniqueness revealed in [5] and [4] stems from
solutions which do not satisfy the energy estimate, or more precisely, solutions
whose ∂t-energy-flux through I is infinite. In other words, the solution we
construct for the given initial boundary value problem is unique in a class of
solutions which decay sufficiently rapidly at infinity.
The actual construction of the solutions is carried out in what we will call
an asymptotically AdS patch near infinity. This is sufficient because the well-
posedness statement for the boundary initial value problem in the patch can then
be combined with elementary global considerations involving domain of depen-
dence arguments (cf. section 8.1) to establish a spatially global well-posedness
statement for a suitable class of spacetimes.
With such an asymptotically AdS patch being fixed, note that the boundary
initial value problem with the boundary located somewhere inside the spacetime
patch can be solved using standard techniques, as the weights in r (r being a
radial coordinate) remain bounded everywhere. With this in mind, we construct
a sequence of timelike boundaries Bi which approach the timelike hypersurface
I in the limit i → ∞ and consider the sequence of solutions Si associated
with each initial boundary value problem. Now the crucial observation is that
actually, stronger r-weighted norms than the ones arising from the energy are
propagated by the equation. In this way, we establish improved uniform (in
i) r-weighted estimates for each solution Si. Finally, we compare two such
solutions in the region where they are both defined and establish convergence
in the energy norm using the improved uniform estimates mentioned above.
Here is an outline of the paper. In section 2 we define the notion of an
asymptotically AdS patch near infinity (which, in particular, imposes suitable
decay assumptions on the metric) which provides the arena in which we are going
to prove the well-posedness statement. Section 3 defines various r-weighted
Sobolev norms that we are going to use. Certain elliptic estimates on spacelike
slices, which will be used later in the argument, are derived in section 4. After
defining the class of initial data in section 5, the main theorem is stated in section
6. Its proof is reduced to a key proposition, Proposition 6.1, which we prove
in section 7 using the limiting procedure outlined above. In the final section
8, we globalize our well-posedness result in the asymptotically AdS patch to a
spatially global statement for a suitable class of spacetimes (cf. section 8.1). As
an afterthought we also discuss the regularity of the metric required in the case
of spherical symmetry. This will be important for the applications of this paper
to the non-linear setting of [6].
2
2 Asymptotically AdS spacetimes
From the extensive literature on asymptotically AdS spacetimes (cf. for instance
[7, 8]), we are going to distill the following definition, which is most useful for
our purposes. It is to be thought of as defining a patch of spacetime near the
timelike boundary at infinity.
Definition 2.1. We call the Lorentzian manifold
(
D˜, g
)
an asymptotically AdS
spacetime patch with cosmological constant Λ = − 3
l2
if the following holds:
(I) D˜ is topologically [0, T ]× [R˜,∞)×S2. It is covered by a coordinate system
(t, r, xi, yi) (i = 1, 2 being two coordinate patches covering the spheres)
such that hypersurfaces of constant t foliate D˜ and are spacelike. We
denote them by Σ˜t. Moreover, any surface Σ˜t is itself foliated by 2-spheres
S2t,r. The boundary of the region D˜ is given by the slice Σ˜0 (in the past),
the slice Σ˜T (in the future) and the timelike hypersurface B˜0, which is
generated by the integral curves of the vectorfield ∂t emanating from the
sphere S2
0,R˜
. Finally, all hypersurfaces of constant r are timelike in D˜.
(II) In the coordinates (t, r, xi, yi), the metric g, which is assumed to be smooth,
has the following asymptotic behavior (A,B ∈ {xi, yi}):
gtt = −r
2
l2
− 1 +O
(
1
r
)
, grr =
l2
r2
− l
4
r4
+O
(
1
r5
)
gAB = r
2
[
/gS2
]
AB
+O
(
1
r
)
gtr = O
(
1
r3
)
, gtA = O
(
1
r
)
, grA = O
(
1
r4
)
(2)
where /gS2 denotes the standard metric on the round 2-sphere. For the
inverse
gtt =
l2
r2
− l
4
r4
+O
(
1
r5
)
, grr =
r2
l2
+ 1 +O
(
1
r
)
gAB =
1
r2
[
/gS2
]AB
+O
(
1
r5
)
gtr = O
(
1
r3
)
, gtA = O
(
1
r5
)
, grA = O
(
1
r4
)
.
We assume similar decay for derivatives of the metric functions with each
r-derivative lowering the powers of r by one. For instance,
∂rgtt = −2 r
l2
+O
(
1
r2
)
and ∂tgtt = O
(
1
r
)
. (3)
Remark 2.1. Note that the Kerr-AdS metric in the standard Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates does not obey the fall-off imposed by (II). However, one can do a
coordinate transformation [7] leading to a system which admits the decay stated
above. For the purpose of the existence proof below, one can in fact work with
much weaker decay but we will not spell out the minimal assumptions here.
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Remark 2.2. With these assumptions on the metric one shows that there exist
future complete outgoing null-geodesics in D˜ which emanate from Σ˜0. The limit
endpoints of such geodesics are not in D˜ but they can, at least formally, be
parametrized as (t, r =∞, xi, yi), an ideal timelike boundary commonly referred
to as I.
For future reference, we also collect the estimates for the spactime volume
form and the volume form induced on the slices Σ˜t. This can be computed from
(II) above. For convenience, we choose the coordinates xi, yi on the S
2
t,r such
that r2
√
/gS2 = r
2 holds if S2t,r is equipped with the round metric r
2/gS2 . With
this choice we have∣∣∣√g
r2
− 1
∣∣∣ ≤ C
r3
and
∣∣∣√gΣ˜t
lr
− 1
∣∣∣ ≤ C
r2
(4)
respectively (while in general, “1” is to be replaced by
√
/gS2). Here and in
the following, C denotes a uniform constant depending only on the background
(D˜, g), which we will from now on regard as being fixed.
2.1 The boundaries Bi
Let ri = 2
i · R for i a non-negative integer and R ≥ R˜ a large constant. Let us
define the restrictions
D = D˜ ∩ {r ≥ R} , Σt = Σ˜t ∩ {r ≥ R} . (5)
The domain D (for a suitable choice of R, which will me made below and depend
only on the fixed asymptotically AdS spacetime patch (D˜, g)) is the domain in
which we are going to prove a well-posedness statement below.
Consider next the integral curves of the vectorfield ∂t emanating from Σ0 ∩
{r = ri}: They generate a three-dimensional timelike hypersurface of constant
r = ri, which we will call Bi. As ri →∞, the ideal boundary I is approached.
Σ0
Σt
Bi+1
Bi I
B0
ΣT
A computation reveals that
• the spacelike hypersurfaces Σt have normal
nΣt =
(
l
r
+ a (t, r, x, y)
)
∂t + b (t, r, x, y) ∂r + c
A (t, r, x, y) ∂A (6)
with the estimate r3|a|+ r2|b|+ r4|cA| ≤ C.
• the timelike hypersurfaces Bi have normal
nBi =
(r
l
+ b˜ (t, r, x, y)
)
∂r + a˜ (t, r, x, y) ∂t + c˜
A (t, r, x, y) ∂A (7)
with the estimate r4|a˜|+ r|b˜|+ r5|c˜A| ≤ C .
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We denote by Di the subset of D that lies to the the inside of the cylinder
Bi, i.e Di = D ∩ {r < ri}. Finally, Σit = Σt ∩ Di.
2.2 Approximate Killing fields near infinity
We have the following formula for the deformation tensor of a vectorfield X :
2(X)πab = gac∂cX
b + gbd∂dX
a + gacgbdgcd,fX
f . (8)
Using the decay of the metric components near infinity one deduces that the
vectorfield ∂t is approximately Killing near infinity, in the sense that its defor-
mation tensor satisfies
|(∂t)πtt|r5 + |(∂t)πtr|r3 + |(∂t)πtA|r5 + |(∂t)πrr|r+ |(∂t)πrA|r4 + |(∂t)πAB|r5 ≤ C .
(9)
3 The norms
For any real number s and n = 0, 1, 2 we define the weighted Sobolev spaces
Hn,sAdS (Σ) :=
{
ψ ∈ Hnloc (Σ) , ‖ψ‖2Hn,s
AdS
(Σ) <∞
}
(10)
with the norms defined as follows:
‖ψ‖2
H
0,s
AdS
(Σ)
=
∫
Σ
rsψ2r2dr dω , (11)
‖ψ‖2
H
1,s
AdS
(Σ)
=
∫
Σ
rs
[
r2 (∂rψ)
2
+ | /∇ψ|2 + ψ2
]
r2dr dω , (12)
‖ψ‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Σ)
=
∫
Σ
rs
[
r4 (∂r∂rψ)
2
+ r2| /∇∂rψ|2 + | /∇ /∇ψ|2
+r2 (∂rψ)
2 + | /∇ψ|2 + ψ2
]
r2dr dω . (13)
where dω = dxdy, and | /∇ψ|2 denotes the norm induced on the S2t,r with /∇
being the gradient of the induced metric. Note that in view of the closeness
assumptions on the metric, the angular norm using the actual induced metric
is equivalent to the one using the round metric.
Remark 3.1. The reader should note that, at least for s = 0, these norms
have their origin in the standard energy estimate arising from the approximate
Killing field ∂t, cf. (43) and (45). For instance, one easily sees∫
Σt
T [ψ] (∂t, nΣt)
√
gΣtdr dω ≤ C
[
‖ψ‖H1,0
AdS
(Σ) + ‖∂tψ‖H0,−2
AdS
(Σ)
]
. (14)
The additional r-weight is motivated by certain weighted elliptic estimates to be
proven later.
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4 Some elliptic estimates
An important element of the proof will be (weighted) elliptic estimates derived
from the elliptic part of the wave operator on the spacelike slices Στ . Such
estimates will allow us to essentially estimate all derivatives from estimates
on the time derivatives. The difficulty here lies in the understanding of the
admissible r-weights.
Lemma 4.1. The space of smooth functions with compact support in Σ is dense
in Hm,sAdS (Σ).
Proof. Let φ ∈ Hm,sAdS (Σ) and ǫ > 0 be given. Recall that ri = 2iR and let χi (r)
be a smooth bounded non-negative function, which is equal to 1 for r ≤ 2iR
and equal to zero on [2i+1R,∞). It is easy to see that χn can be chosen such
that |∂mr χi| ≤ Cmrm for any non-negative integer m: Simply smooth the piecewise
linear function
χlini (r) =


1 if r < 2iR,
2− r2iR if 2iR ≤ r ≤ 2i+1R,
0 if r > 2i+1R.
Define φ˜i = χi (r) · φ. In view of the condition on the derivatives of χi,
φ˜i ∈ Hm,sAdS (Σ) and moreover, φ˜i is of compact support. In addition,
‖φ˜i − φ‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ) = ‖φ˜i − φ‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ∩{2iR<r<2i+1R}) + ‖φ‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ∩{r≥2i+1R})
≤ ‖φ˜i‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ∩{2iR<r<2i+1R}) + ‖φ‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ∩{r≥2iR})
≤ Cm‖φ‖Hm,s
AdS
(Σ∩{r≥2iR}) <
ǫ
2
for i sufficiently large.1 This shows that φ ∈ Hm,sAdS (Σ) can be approximated
by functions of compact support in Hm,sAdS (Σ). By a standard mollifying argu-
ment we can smooth φ˜ and hence approximate within ǫ in the space of smooth
functions of compact support.
Recall that C is a uniform constant depending only on the fixed asymptoti-
cally AdS spacetime.
Lemma 4.2. Let s ≥ 0. For any ψ ∈ H1,sAdS (Στ ) we have the Hardy inequality
1
l2
∫
Στ
ψ2rs
√
gdrdω + c
∫
Στ
r2+s (∂rψ)
2 drdω
≤ 4
(3 + s)
2
∫
Στ
√
ggrr (∂rψ)
2
rsdrdω (15)
provided that R (defining Στ in (5)) is chosen sufficiently large depending only
on the fixed asymptotically AdS spacetime. Here c > 0 is a uniform constant.
1The series
∑∞
i=0 ‖φ‖
2
H
m,s
AdS(Σ∩{2
iR<r<2i+1R})
converges, since φ ∈ Hm,s
AdS
(Σ). This im-
plies that the sequence of partial sums
∑N
i=0 ‖φ‖
2
H
m,s
AdS(Σ∩{2
iR<r<2i+1R})
is Cauchy. Thus
for any ǫ > 0 there exists an N , such that
∑N+k
i=N
‖φ‖2
H
m,s
AdS(Σ∩{2
iR<r<2i+1R})
< ǫ for all k.
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Proof. Since the functions of compact support are dense in H1,sAdS (Στ ), it suffices
to establish the estimate for this class. In that case, there is no boundary term
at infinity in the integration by parts. Hence we find using Cauchy-Schwarz
(and the fact that the boundary term at r = R has a good sign)
∫
Στ
ψ2rs
√
gdrdω ≤ 4
(3 + s)
2
∫
Στ
[
(3 + s)2 G2s√
grs
]
(∂rψ)
2
drdω , (16)
where Gs satisfies ∂rGs = rs√g. The Lemma now follows by observing that with
the asymptotics of the metric we have |Gs| ≤ r3+s3+s + Crs ln r and hence
(3 + s)2 G2s ≤ r6+2s + Cr3+2s ln r ≤ l2 · r2s · r4
(
r2
l2
+ 1
)
− 1
2
l2r4+2s
≤ l2r2s
(
(
√
g)
2
+O (r)
) (
grr +O (r−1))− 1
2
l2r4+2s
≤ l2 · grr (√g)2 r2s − 1
4
l2 · r4+2s (17)
in D, provided R is chosen sufficiently large.
The next proposition regards the solutions to an elliptic equation. The
operator is the elliptic part of the wave operator:
Lψ :=
1√
g
∂i
(
gij
√
g∂jψ
)
+
1√
g
∂t
(
gtj
√
g
)
∂jψ +
α
l2
ψ (18)
with Roman indices ranging over r, x, y and α < 94 .
Proposition 4.1. Let F ∈ H0,sAdS (Στ ) for all s <
√
9− 4α. On any spacelike
slice Στ ⊂ D, the elliptic problem
(ELP ) =


Lψ = F in Στ
ψ = 0 for r →∞
ψ = 0 at r = R
(19)
has a unique solution in H2,sAdS (Στ ), 0 ≤ s <
√
9− 4α satisfying the estimate
‖ψ‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Στ )
≤ Cs
∫
Στ
F2r2+sdrdω (20)
provided that R is sufficiently large depending only on the fixed asymptotically
AdS spacetime.
Remark 4.1. Observe that membership in the space H2,sAdS (Στ ) already imposes
strong r-decay at infinity. The solution is non-unique if this decay is weakened.
For instance, one checks that for α = 2 and g being the pure-AdS metric (with
l = 1, say) ψ = c1
r
+ c2arccot(r)
r
defines a two parameter family of solutions to
Lψ = 0 with both branches decaying to zero. Hence there is non-uniqueness of
(ELP ) in the class of solutions vanishing at infinity (while only the c2-branch
lives in H2,0AdS (Στ )).
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Proof. The solution may be obtained as a sequence of solutions to the finite
problem
(ELPi) =


Lψi = F in Σiτ
ψi = 0 for r = 2
iR
ψi = 0 at r = R
(21)
The existence of a unique H2-solution to (ELPi) is obtained by standard meth-
ods as Σiτ is compact, the weights in r are bounded and the operator L has
trivial kernel, cf. footnote 2). We will show that any H2-solution to (ELP )i
satisfies the weighted estimate
‖ψi‖2H2,s
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ Cs
∫
Σiτ
F2r2+sdrdω (22)
for a uniform Cs not depending on i. To show (22), we first establish
2
‖ψi‖2H1,s
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ Cs
∫
Σiτ
F2r2+sdrdω . (23)
Integrating by parts yields
C
ǫ
∫
Σiτ
F2r2+sdrdω + ǫ
∫
Σiτ
ψ2i r
2+sdrdω ≥ −
∫
Σiτ
F√grsψidrdω =
−
∫
Σiτ
Lψi
√
grsψidrdω =
∫
Σiτ
[
grr (∂rψi)
2
+ gAB∂Aψi∂Bψi
]
rs
√
gdrdω
−
∫
Σiτ
[α
l2
√
grs +
s
2
∂r
(
rs−1
√
ggrr
)]
ψ2i drdω
+
∫
Σiτ
drdωrs ∂t
(
gtj
√
g
)
(∂jψi)ψi +
∫
Σiτ
grA∂Aψi∂rψir
s√gdrdω (24)
for any ǫ > 0. Note that the boundary terms vanish in view of ψi = 0 at both
boundaries. For the last line in (24) we observe that |∂t
(
gtr
√
g
) | ≤ C
r
and
|∂t
(
gtA
√
g
) | ≤ C
r3
as well as |grA| ≤ C
r4
for a constant depending only on the
fixed background.
The inequality (23) would follow if we can absorb the last two lines of (24)
(and the ǫ-term on the left) by the positive derivative terms in the second line.
For s = 0, this is immediate by Lemma 4.2: One uses the “good” derivative term
on the left of (15) to absorb (exploiting the strong r-decay as a smallness factor)
the ψψr-terms arising from the last line in (24), while the angular derivatives
in the second line (and again the good term in Lemma 4.2) absorb the terms of
the form ψψA. Finally, the terms of the form ∂Aψ∂rψ are absorbed in a similar
fashion. Note that ǫ→ 0 for s→ √9− 4α.
With (23) established for s = 0, it suffices to absorb zeroth order terms in
(24) which have stronger r-weights than
∫
r2ψ2i drdω, since the latter are already
controlled by the estimate for s = 0. In particular, for s ≤ 2, it suffices to show
the Hardy inequality
1
l2
∫
Σiτ
[
α+
1
2
s (s+ 3)
]
rs
√
gψ2i drdω <
∫
Σiτ
grr (∂rψi)
2 r2+s
√
gdrdω . (25)
2Note that this immediately implies that the kernel of L is trivial and therefore, by the
Fredholm alternative, the existence of a unique weak solution to problem (ELPi).
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Repeating once more the proof of Lemma 4.2 one finds that this holds for
s <
√
9− 4α. This establishes (23) for s < min (2,√9− 4α). But then, if√
9− 4α ≥ 2 it suffices to absorb zeroth the zeroth order terms in (24), which
have stronger weights than
∫
r4−δψ2i drdω. Hence it again suffices to establish
(25), which we have seen holds for s <
√
9− 4α. This proves (23) for the full
range 0 ≤ s < √9− 4α.
To prove (22) given the weighted (23) is then fairly standard. We sketch the
argument of Evans [9] (pp 317). Consider the tangential part of L,
vi =
1√
g
∂A
(√
ggAB∂Bψi
)
. (26)
One can construct a finite differences approximation of vi, which is seen to be
in H10
(
Σiτ
)
because ψ vanishes on the boundary and only “derivatives” (finite
differences) tangential to the the boundary are involved. To emphasize the meat
of the argument, we will work with vi itself and pretend we have enough regu-
larity to justify the following integration by parts (see [9] for the computation
in terms of the finite differences approximation). We integrate the first term in
the identity∫
Σiτ
√
grs
[
gkl∂kψi∂lvi + vi (terms involving ψi or ∂ψi)
]
drdω =
∫
Σiτ
√
grsFvidrdω
by parts, moving the angular derivative in vi onto ψi. This establishes∫
Σiτ
√
grsgklgAB∂A∂kψi∂B∂lψi ≤ Cs
∫
Σiτ
F2r2+sdrdω , (27)
where we used that ψi and first derivatives of ψi are already controlled in the
weighted norm (23) and that one can always borrow a little bit of the vi-norm
from the main term on the left of (27). Finally, one estimates the missing
rr-derivative from writing
grr∂r∂rψi = Lψ + terms already estimated by (23) and (27) (28)
to prove the full (22).
We now show that our sequence of solutions ψi to the problem (ELPi)
convergences strongly in H2,sAdS to a solution of the original problem (ELP ).
For this we consider the difference of two solutions ψi,k = ψi − ψi+k for any
k ≥ 0. The latter satisfies Lψi,k = 0 in the region Σiτ , ψi,k = 0 on r = R, while
at r = 2iR the quantity ψi,k is equal to the trace of the solution ψi+k on this
boundary. We introduce the following cut-off version of ψi+k: For any k ≥ 0,
ψχi+k = (1− χi−1 (r)) ·ψi+k where χi was defined in Lemma 4.1. Note that ψχi+k
agrees with ψi+k for r ≥ 2iR, while it vanishes for r ≤ 2i−1R. Clearly,
‖ψχi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
τ )
≤ C‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
τ ∩{r≥2i−1R})
. (29)
It follows that we have L
(
ψi,k − ψχi+k
)
= −Lψχi+k in Σiτ , with the quantity in
the brackets satisfying trivial boundary conditions on both boundaries. From
this equation one derives (as before) the estimate
‖ψi,k‖2H2,s
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ C‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
τ ∩{r≥2i−1R})
(30)
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for any k > 0. We estimate the last term by setting s˜ = s+ 12
(√
9− 4α− s) <√
9− 4α and estimating
‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
τ ∩{r≥2i−1R})
≤ (2i−1R)s−s˜ ‖ψi+k‖2H2,s˜
AdS(Σ
i+k
τ )
≤ Cs˜
(
2i−1R
)s−s˜ ‖F‖2
H
0,s˜
AdS
(Στ )
for any k ≥ 0, where the uniform estimate (22) has been used. Clearly, the
right hand side goes to zero as i → ∞. This establishes the existence of an
H2,s-solution to problem (ELP).
Finally, we show that any solution to (ELP ) living in H2,sAdS (Στ ) is unique.
For this we have to show that (ELP) for F = 0 admits only the zero solution.
Consider the difference of two solutions ψ˜ = ψ1−ψ2, which satisfies Lψ˜ = 0 and
vanishes at infinity and at the boundary. Multiply this by
√
gψ˜ and integrate
by parts over Σiτ . This yields (repeating the computations above)
‖ψ˜‖H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ ‖ψ1‖H2,0
AdS
(Στ∩{r≥2i−1R})
+ ‖ψ2‖H2,0
AdS
(Στ∩{r≥2i−1R})
, (31)
where the terms on the right appear from estimating the boundary term at
r = 2iR arising in the integration by parts. Since ψ1, ψ2 are in H
2,0
AdS (Στ ), the
right hand side goes to zero as i→∞ establishing that ψ˜ = 0.
For the finite problem with non-trivial boundary conditions we can show
Proposition 4.2. Let F ∈ H0,s (Στ ) and u ∈ H2,s (Στ ) for any 0 ≤ s <√
9− 4α be given. Then on any spacelike slice Σiτ ⊂ D, the elliptic problem
(ELPu) =


Lψ = F in Σiτ
ψ = u|r=2iR on r = 2iR
ψ = 0 on r = R
(32)
has a unique solution in H2,s
(
Σiτ
)
satisfying the estimate
‖ψ‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ Cs
∫
Στ
F2r2+sdrdω + C‖u‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Στ∩{r≥2i−1R})
. (33)
provided that R (defining D as in (5)) is chosen sufficiently large depending only
on the fixed asymtotically AdS spacetime.
Note that the trace of u on the boundary is well-defined in (32). Note also
that in the limit as i→∞ one obtains the result of the previous proposition.
Proof. Define the function u˜ = (1− χi−1 (r))u, where χi is the cut-off function
defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Note that u˜ vanishes for r ≤ 2i−1R and
agrees with u for r ≥ 2iR. Moreover, ‖u˜‖H2,s
AdS
(Στ )
≤ C‖u‖H2,s
AdS
(Στ∩{r≥2i−1R})
.
We can hence consider the problem L (ψ − u˜) = F − Lu˜ with trivial boundary
conditions, which has already been dealt with in Proposition 4.1.
We will, from now on, regard the constant R (and hence the domain D,
cf. (5)) as fixed, in particular so that all results of section 4 are true.
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5 The initial data
Definition 5.1. An H2-initial data set consist of a triple (u, v, w) where v ∈
H1,0AdS (Σ0), w ∈ H0,−2AdS (Σ0) are the free data, and u is the unique H2,0AdS-solution
vanishing at infinity of the elliptic equation (cf. Proposition 4.1)
Lu = − 1√
g
∂t
(
gtt
√
g
)
v − gtt · w − 2gtj∂jv − 1√
g
∂j
(
gtj
√
g
)
v =: F0 . (34)
Note that with the assumptions on v and w, the right hand side of (34) is
in fact in H0,2AdS (Σ0). By Proposition 4.1 we obtain that u ∈ H2,sAdS (Σ0) for any
0 ≤ s < min (√9− 4α, 2) with the estimate
‖u‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Σ0)
≤ Cs‖F0‖2H0,2
AdS
(Σ0)
≤ Cs
(
‖v‖2
H
1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖w‖2
H
0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
)
. (35)
We now define a sequence approximating the data. Namely, since v ∈ H1,0AdS (Σ0)
and w ∈ H0,−2AdS (Σ0), we can approximate v and w by a sequence of smooth
functions of compact support, vn, wn in their respective spaces. The associated
(by (34)) solution un then converges to u in H
2,s
AdS (Σ0). Note that un does not
have compact support. We summarize this as
(un, vn, wn)→ (u, v, w) in H2,sAdS (Σ0)×H1,0AdS (Σ0)×H0,−2AdS (Σ0) (36)
In particular, the estimate (35) also holds for the approximating sequence.
Remark 5.1. The underlying reason for constructing the data in this fashion
instead of specifying u and v as the free data is that even if u ∈ H2,sAdS (Σ0) and
v ∈ H1,0AdS (Σ0), the expression Lu (and hence w) is not necessarily in H0,−2AdS (Σ0)
because of the asymptotically AdS r-weights in the metric. The improved decay
for Lu therefore has to be imposed initially, which is achieved by the above
construction. Requiring w ∈ H0,−2AdS is in turn necessary, since this is what will
be propagated by the (commuted) energy estimate.
6 The theorem
Let (D, g) be an asymptotically AdS spacetime patch as defined in section 2
and recall that R has been chosen such that the estimates of section 4 hold.
Given an H2-initial data set (u, v, w), consider the following initial boundary
value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions:
P =


gψ − αl2ψ = 0 in D
ψ = 0 on I and B0
ψ|Σ0 = u , ∂tψ|Σ0 = v .
(37)
We have the following well-posedness statement:
Theorem 6.1. Let α < 94 . Given an H
2-initial data set (u, v, w), there ex-
ists a solution ψ (t,x) to the initial boundary value problem P in D with the
property that ψ ∈ C
(
[0, T ] , H2,sAdS (Στ )
)
, ∂tψ ∈ C
(
[0, T ] , H1,0AdS (Στ )
)
, ∂t∂tψ ∈
11
C
(
[0, T ] , H0,−2AdS (Στ )
)
for any 0 ≤ s < min (2,√9− 4α) and satisfying the
estimate
‖ψ‖2
H
2,s
AdS
(Σt)
+ ‖∂tψ‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σt)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σt)
≤
(
‖v‖2
H
1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖w‖2
H
0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
)
eCst . (38)
Theorem 6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, the solution ψ is unique
within the class of functions in C
(
[0, T ] , H1,0AdS (Στ )
)
.
We will prove Theorem 6.1 by proving the same statement for any member
of the sequence of approximating data, (un, vn, wn)→ (u, v, w), and then argue
by density.
Theorem 6.3. The statement of Theorem 6.1 is true for any member of the
approximating sequence (un, vn, wn)→ (u, v, w). In particular, the constant Cs
in (38) does not depend on n.
Clearly, Theorem 6.3 implies Theorem 6.1. The former will in turn be proven
as follows. Fix n. We extend the function un from Σ0 to D by imposing that
it is constant along the integral curves of ∂t. We will call this function also un.
Consider then the sequence of boundary initial value problems
Pi =


gψi − αl2ψi = 0 in Di
ψi = un|Bi on Bi and ψi = 0 on B0
ψi|Σ0 = un , ∂tψi|Σ0 = vn
(39)
with i so large that vn, wn are not supported for r ≥ 2iR. For Pi we prove
Proposition 6.1. The (smooth, unique) solution to each Pi satisfies the esti-
mates
‖ψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψi‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ eCst
(
‖vn‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖wn‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
)
. (40)
and3
‖∂tψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂t∂tψi‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ CeCst
[
‖wn‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖r2Lvn‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖vn‖H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
]
(41)
in Di. For the difference of two solutions, ψ˜i,k = ψi − ψi+k, we have for any
k > 0 and any 0 ≤ s < s˜ < √9− 4α the following estimate in Di:
‖ψ˜i,k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ C (T + 1) eCs˜T (2i−1R) s−s˜2 [‖wn‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖r2Lvn‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
+‖vn‖H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
]
. (42)
3Note that the right hand side of (41) may go to infinity as n→∞. However, for fixed n
it is bounded since vn and wn are of compact support.
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Assuming the validity of the Proposition, we can prove Theorem 6.3. Indeed,
for fixed n the square bracket in (42) is bounded, since vn, wn are of compact
support. Hence, together with the factor multiplying the bracket, the right
hand side goes to zero as i→∞. It follows that the sequence of solutions ψi is
Cauchy and converges to a solution of problem P for the initial data (un, vn, wn),
thereby establishing Theorem 6.3.
It remains to prove Proposition 6.1 and the uniqueness assertion of Theorem
6.2. This is carried out in the following section.
7 Proof of Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2
Since the region Di is compact, standard theory produces a unique smooth
solution. The only difficult part is to derive the three estimates, in particular,
the correct r-weights appearing in them. We introduce the energy momentum
tensor of the field ψ,
Tµν [ψ] = ∂µψ∂νψ − 1
2
gµν
(
gβγ∂βψ∂γψ − α
l2
ψ2
)
. (43)
Since the divergence of Tµν [ψ] vanishes for solutions to the wave equation, it
implies for any spacetime vectorfield X the energy identity
∇µ (Tµν [ψ]Xν) = Tµν (X)πµν . (44)
Integrated over the spacetime region Di this takes the form∫
Σiτ
T [ψ] (X,nΣ) =
∫
Σi
0
T [ψ] (X,nΣ0) +
∫
Di
(X)π · T [ψ]
+
∫
Bi
T [ψ] (X,nBi)−
∫
B0
T [ψ] (X,nB0) . (45)
Lemma 7.1. The solution to Pi satisfies the estimate
‖ψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+
∫
Σit
(∂tψi)
2
drdω
≤ C
R
∫ t
0
dτ
[
‖ψi‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
+
∫
Σiτ
(∂tψi)
2
drdω
]
+C
[
‖un‖2H1,0
AdS(Σi0)
+
∫
Σi
0
|vn|2drdω
]
+ ‖un‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0∩{r≥2i−1R})
(46)
for a uniform C. The term in the second line can be dropped if ∂t is Killing.
Proof. Apply identity (45) with X = ∂t. The boundary term on both B0 and
Bi vanishes in view of the Dirichlet boundary conditions. For the wrong-signed
zeroth order term on Σiτ we invoke the Hardy inequality (cf. Lemma 4.2)∫ 2iR
R
∫
S2
dr dω ψ2i
√
g|Σt,i g
(−∂t, nΣt,i) =
∫ 2iR
R
∫
S2
dr dω ψ2i
√
g
≤ 4
9
∫ 2iR
R
∫
S2
dr dω (∂rψi)
2√ggrr + ‖un‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0∩{r≥2i−1R})
, (47)
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where the last term enters from estimating the boundary term
∫
S2t,ri
r3i ψ
2
i dω
which arises in the integration by parts: We use that ψi is equal to the trace of
the function un on Bi by the boundary condition imposed.
Next we commute with the vectorfield ∂t. We note (cf. the appendix of [2])
Lemma 7.2. Let ψ be a solution of the equation gψ = f andX be a vectorfield.
Then
g (Xψ) = X (f) + C [Xψ]
C [Xψ] = −2(X)παβ∇α∇βψ − 2
[
2∇α(X)παµ −∇µ
(
tr(X)π
)]
∇µψ .
Applying the Lemma with X = ∂t and using the decay assumptions on the
deformation tensor and its derivatives, we obtain the analogue of (46):[
‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+
∫
Σit
(∂t∂tψi)
2
drdω
]
≤ C
R
∫ t
0
dτ
[
‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
+
∫
Σiτ
(∂t∂tψi)
2 drdω + ‖ψi‖2H2,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
]
+C
[
‖vn‖2H1,0
AdS(Σi0)
+ ‖wn‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σi0)
]
. (48)
The boxed term arises from the commutation error-term of Lemma 7.2. The
entire second line vanishes if ∂t is Killing.
Observe that this estimate does not involve the last term in (46). This is
because ∂tψi vanishes in the trace sense on both boundaries B0,Bi and hence
the boundary terms in the Hardy inequality for ∂tψi all vanish.
Note also that the L2-norm of ∂tψ on the left hand side now has a stronger
r-weight than in (46): The latter only controls
∫
(∂tψ)
2 drdω while the right
hand side of (48) controls
∫
(∂tψ)
2 r2drdω.
The missing derivatives on the left of (48) are obtained via elliptic estimates
for the solution. We write the wave equation gψ +
α
l2
ψ = 0 as
Lψi = Ft [ψi] , (49)
where the operator L was defined in (18) and
Ft [ψi] = − 1√
g
∂t
(
gtt
√
g
)
∂tψi − gtt · ∂t∂tψi − 2gtj∂j∂tψi − 1√
g
∂j
(
gtj
√
g
)
∂tψi .
Using the asymptotic behaviour of the metric coefficients, we obtain that∫
Σit
|Ft [ψi] |2r2rsdrdω ≤ C
[
‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+
∫
Σit
(∂t∂tψi)
2
drdω
]
(50)
holds for any s ≤ 2. Hence from Proposition 4.2 we conclude (taking into
account that ψi is equal to the trace of the function un on the boundary)
‖ψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
≤ Cs
[
‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+
∫
Σit
(∂t∂tψi)
2
drdω
]
+C‖un‖H2,s
AdS
(Σ0∩{r≥2i−1R})
(51)
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for any s < min
(
2,
√
9− 4α), where the constant may blow up as s approaches
this value. For the last term we can invoke the estimate (35). Finally, adding
the estimates (51), (48) and (46) we obtain the first estimate of Proposition 6.1
after applying Gronwall’s inequality. The second estimate of Proposition 6.1
follows by commuting the wave equation once more with ∂t. This will produce
(cf. Lemma 7.2)
g (∂t∂tψi) +
α
l2
(∂t∂tψi) = ∂tC [∂tψi] + C [∂t∂tψi] , (52)
with the right hand side vanishing in the case that ∂t is Killing. In general we
have the error-estimate ∫
Di
(|∂tC [∂tψi] |2 + |C [∂t∂tψi] |2)√grsdtdrdω ≤
C
R
∫ t
0
dτ
[
‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
+ ‖∂t∂t∂tψi‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σiτ )
+ ‖∂tψi‖2H2,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
]
(53)
as a consequence of the asymptotic decay of the metric and the fact that any
term containing three derivatives must have at least one ∂t-derivative in it. With
this we obtain the analogue of (48),[
‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+
∫
Σit
(∂t∂t∂tψi)
2 drdω
]
≤ C
R
∫ t
0
dτ
[
‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
+ ‖∂t∂t∂tψi‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σiτ )
+ ‖ψi‖2H2,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
]
+
C
[
‖wn‖2H1,0
AdS(Σi0)
+ ‖r2Lvn‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σi0)
+ ‖un‖H2,0
AdS(Σi0)
+ ‖vn‖H1,0
AdS(Σi0)
]
, (54)
where all terms on the right hand side except the first two in the third line
would vanish if ∂t is Killing. The term ‖un‖H2,0
AdS(Σi0)
may be dropped in view
of (35). Turning to the elliptic estimate, this time derived from
L (∂tψi) = Ft [∂tψi]− C [∂tψi] (55)
we produce the analogue of (51),
‖∂tψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
≤ Cs
[
‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂t∂tψi‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
+ ‖ψi‖2H2,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
]
(56)
Note that the last term in (51) is absent for (56). This is because ∂tψi vanishes
on Bi (whereas ψi did not). Combining (54) and (56) one arrives at (41) after
applying Gronwall’s inequality.
It remains to derive estimates for the difference of two solutions. For this, we
will first establish (62). Another commutation and the same argument repeated
will eventually yield (42).
For any k > 0, the difference of two solutions arising from problem Pi and
Pi+k respectively satisfies
gψ˜i,k +
α
l2
ψ˜i,k = 0 with ψ˜i,k = ψi − ψi+k (57)
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in Di. The initial data is vanishing, as is the boundary data on B0. The
boundary data on Bi, on the other hand, is equal to un|Bi minus the trace of
the solution Pi+k induced on that boundary. Hence we will obtain the energy
estimate
‖ψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ C
R
∫
Di
dt
[
‖ψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
]
+ C
∣∣∣ ∫
Bi
T
[
ψ˜i,k
]
(∂t, nBi)
∣∣∣ . (58)
For the boundary term in (58) we will use that every ψi is in H
2,s
AdS
(
Σit
)
and ∂tψi
is in H1,0AdS
(
Σit
)
: Let χ˜i−1 (r) = 1 − χi−1 (r) (recall χi (r) defined in the proof
of Lemma 4.1), which is 1 on Bi and 0 on Bi−1 and satisfies |χ˜′i−1 (r) | ≤ Cr .
Applying the energy identity (44) in the region Di \ Di−1 with the vectorfield
X = χ˜i−1 · ∂t leads to∫
Bi
∂t
(
ψ˜i,k
)
nBi
(
ψ˜i,k
)
=
∫
Σit
χ˜i−1 Tµt
[
ψ˜i,k
]
nµ −
∫
Σi
0
χ˜i−1 Tµt
[
ψ˜i,k
]
nµ
−
∫
Di\Di−1
χ˜i−1
(T )π · T
[
ψ˜i,k
]
+
∫
Di\Di−1
(χ˜i−1),r g
rµ
Tµt
[
ψ˜i,k
]
. (59)
From this we derive the estimate
∣∣∣ ∫
Bi
∂t
(
ψ˜i,k
)
nBi
(
ψ˜i,k
) ∣∣∣ ≤ C (2i−1R)− s2 (T + 1) sup
t∈[0,T ]
[
‖ψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψi+k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
]
. (60)
Note that the right hand side goes to zero for i→ ∞, since the square bracket
is uniformly bounded from initial data by the first estimate of Proposition 6.1.
The only difficult term to control in order to obtain the previous estimate is the
last term in (59), with the contraction taken in r. It is estimated∣∣∣ ∫
Di\Di−1
(χ˜i−1),r r
4
(
∂tψ˜i,k
)(
∂rψ˜i,k
)
dtdrdω
∣∣∣
≤ C
∫
Di\Di−1
r3
∣∣∣∂tψ˜i,k∣∣∣∣∣∣(∂rψ˜i,k∣∣∣dtdrdω
≤ C · T · r−
s
2
i−1 sup
t∈[0,T ]
[
‖ψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψi+k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
]
. (61)
Remark 7.1. Note that, while being of the same order of derivatives, the term
in the second line of (61) cannot be controlled by the energy norm we are esti-
mating on the left hand side of (58) as the r-weight of that term is too strong.
Indeed, the first order energy only controls
∫ (
∂tψ˜i,k
)2
dr dω, whereas the ∂t-
commuted energy controls in particular
∫ (
∂tψ˜i,k
)2
r2dr dω as a zeroth order
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term, which is what is necessary to control that term. Similarly, the first order
energy only controls
∫ (
∂rψ˜i,k
)2
r4dr dω, while the improved elliptic estimate
arising from the ∂t-commuted energy controls
∫ (
∂rψ˜i,k
)2
r4+sdr dω. This ad-
ditional gain in r-decay provides the smallness factor of r−
s
2 in the estimate and
ensures convergence of the sequence of solutions ψi.
Combining (58) and (60) yields after inserting (40) and applying Gronwall’s
inequality
‖ψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ eCsT · T (2i−1R)− s2 [‖vn‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖wn‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
]
. (62)
Finally, for (42) we start from
g
(
∂tψ˜i,k
)
+
α
l2
(
∂tψ˜i,k
)
= C
[
∂tψ˜i,k
]
to derive the analogue of (58). Because of the inhomogeneity (which vanishes if
∂t is Killing in D), it now reads
‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
≤ C
R
∫
Di
dt
[
‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
+ ‖ψ˜i,k‖H2,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
]
+C
∣∣∣ ∫
Bi
T
[
∂tψ˜i,k
]
(∂t, nBi)
∣∣∣ . (63)
with the boxed term taking into account the inhomogeneity and the entire sec-
ond line vanishing if ∂t is Killing. For the boundary term on Bi we are going to
use exactly the same argument as above, now producing the estimate
∣∣∣ ∫
Bi
T
[
∂tψ˜i,k
]
(∂t, nBi)
∣∣∣ ≤ C · (T + 1) · (2i−1R)− s2 sup
t∈[0,T ]
[
‖∂tψi‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+‖∂t∂tψi‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂tψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψi+k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
]
.
(64)
Next we write the wave equation for ψ˜i,k in elliptic form on each Σ
i
t. We have
Lψ˜i,k = Ft
[
ψ˜i,k
]
in Σiτ (65)
and ψ˜i = 0 on B0, while ψ˜i is equal to un|Bi minus the trace of ψi+k on Bi.
Hence applying Proposition 4.2 yields
‖ψ˜i,k‖2H2,s
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ Cs
[
‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
]
+C‖un‖2H2
AdS
(Σ0∩{r≥2i−1R})
+ C‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
t ∩{r≥2
i−1R}) . (66)
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We note that the last term can be estimated using the uniform estimate (40),
‖ψi+k‖2H2,s
AdS(Σ
i+k
t ∩{r≥2
i−1R}) ≤
(
2i−1R
)s−s˜ ‖ψi+k‖2H2,s˜
AdS(Σ
i+k
t )
≤ C (2i−1R)s−s˜ eCs˜t (‖vn‖2H1,0
AdS
(Σ0)
+ ‖wn‖2H0,−2
AdS
(Σ0)
)
, (67)
for any s˜ with s < s˜ <
√
9− 4α. A similar estimate holds from (35) for the
penultimate term in (66). We summarize by combining (66) with (63), (64) and
inserting the uniform estimate (41) for the square bracket in (64) to arrive at
the inequality
f (t) ≤ Cs
∫ t
0
f (z)dz + right hand side of (42) (68)
for
f (t) = ‖ψ˜i,k‖2H2,s
AdS
(Σi)
+ ‖∂tψ˜i,k‖2H1,0
AdS(Σit)
+ ‖∂t∂tψ˜i,k‖2H0,−2
AdS (Σit)
. (69)
Applying Gronwall’s inequality to (68) yields (42).
7.1 Proof of Theorem 6.2
Suppose we have two solutions of P , ψ1 and ψ2 living in the spaces of Theorem
6.1. Consider the wave equation for the difference, ψ˜ = ψ1 − ψ2, and apply the
standard energy estimate in Di. Redoing the computation that lead to (62) we
find
‖ψ˜‖H1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
≤ C
R
∫
dt‖ψ˜‖2
H
1,0
AdS
(Σiτ )
+ C
∑
k=1,2
‖ψk‖2H2,0
AdS
(Στ{r≥2i−1R})
, (70)
Since both ψ1, ψ2 are in H
2,0
AdS, the last term goes to zero as i→∞ establishing
that ψ˜ = 0 up to some time t⋆ > 0 depending only on the background. One
can then reiterate the argument finitely many times to establish uniqueness up
to T .
7.2 Uniqueness vs Non-Uniqueness
As for the elliptic problem, uniqueness only holds in the class of H2,0AdS solutions,
cf. Remark 4.1. We may paraphrase this by saying that there is only one solution
in the energy class arising from the approximate Killing field ∂t, as this naturally
corresponds to the space H2,0AdS .
This opens the possibility of solutions exhibiting weaker decay at infinity
but nevertheless satisfying the Dirichlet condition ψ = 0 at I. Let us finally
show that such alternative solutions do indeed exist and consider the case α = 2
as an example.4
Example 7.1. We let α = 2 and consider pure AdS as a background with the
additional assumption of spherical symmetry on ψ. The coordinate transforma-
tion r = l cosxsin x takes null-infinity to x = 0 and the origin r = 0 to
π
2 . Substituting
4The following illustrative example was suggested to me by an anonymous referee of [1].
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ψ˜ = rψ the equation gψ + 2ψ = 0 reduces to the study of the two dimensional
wave equation
∂2t ψ˜ = ∂
2
xψ˜ , (71)
with data given on the interval [π2 , 0]. Let us for the moment forget about the
boundary condition and instead extend the solution to negative values of x. Solv-
ing the wave equation with arbitrary data on [−π2 , π2 ] at t = 0, say, the solution
will in general have a non-vanishing trace on the set {t, x = 0}. If we extend the
solution as an odd function, however, then because the symmetry is preserved in
evolution, ψ will also vanish on x = 0 for all times. Extending the data in two
different ways we have obtained two different solutions ψ˜1, ψ˜2. However, since
ψ = ψ˜
r
, both of the associated solutions ψ1 and ψ2 satisfy the original Dirichlet
boundary initial value problem. In fact we see that one of the solutions decays
like 1
r2
(corresponding to the one of Theorem 6.1), while the other decays only
like 1
r
near infinity (and has hence infinite ∂t-energy flux through I).
7.3 Improved estimates
Theorem 6.1 provides us with a unique solution in a weightedH2-space. Clearly,
using further commutations one can establish regularity in weighted Hk-spaces
for arbitrary high k, provided this regularity is assumed initially. What is
perhaps not quite as immediate is that for the range 2 ≤ s < √9− 4α higher
regularity implies an improvement of the r-weight in the H2,sAdS-norm for ψ. This
is seen as follows. Assume 2 ≤ s < √9− 4α. Applying Theorem 6.1 to the initial
boundary value problem for g (∂tψ) = C [∂tψ] yields5 in particular that ∂t∂tψ ∈
H1,0AdS (Στ ). This improves the estimate for the right hand side in the old elliptic
estimate for ψ derived from Lψ = Ft [ψ]. Indeed, now Ft [ψ] ∈ H0,4AdS (Στ )
(whereas before we only had ∂t∂tψ ∈ H0,−2AdS (Στ ) which gaveFt [ψ] ∈ H0,2AdS (Στ ),
cf. (50)). This allows us to apply Proposition 4.1 with the full s <
√
9− 4α
instead of s < min
(
2,
√
9− 4α) and establish that ψ ∈ H2,sAdS (Στ ) for the full
range s <
√
9− 4α. Using Sobolev embedding, we derive the pointwise decay
bound ‖ψ‖ ≤ Cs · r− 32− 12 s for any s <
√
9− 4α. In this way one retrieves the
class of solutions considered in [1], Definition 3.1.
8 Applications
8.1 Globalizing the result
Theorem 6.1 can be combined with the usual local well-posedness result for
the wave equation to produce a spatially global well-posedness statement for a
suitable class of spacetimes.6
Assume, for instance, that (M, gM,l,a) is a Kerr-AdS spacetime with space-
like slice Σ0, on which data (ψ0, ψ
′
0) for the massive massive equation are defined
(with ψ0 and ψ
′
0 being constructed as in section 5). We first solve the wave
equation in the domain of dependence of Σ0, which is standard. This induces
(perhaps non-trivial) boundary data on the hypersurface r = R (M, l, a), the R
5Strictly speaking, Theorem 6.1 only applies to the homogenous problem. However, the
right hand side is easily dealt with repeating the estimates carried out in section 7.
6In view of the linearity of the wave equation global existence in time is immediate.
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being as large as required for the results of this paper to apply. Since Theorem
6.1 obviously also holds with non-trivial Dirichlet data imposed at r = R, we
can apply it to produce a solution in the full M∩J+ (Σ0). Alternatively, if one
wants to apply Theorem 6.1 directly (trivial boundary conditions at r = R), one
can decompose any given data set into a set supported for r < 3R and another
supported for r > 2R only, such that their sum equals the original data. For the
latter set one applies Theorem 6.1: By finite speed of propagation the solution
is actually zero in a neighborhood of r = R for small times and hence may
trivially be extended by zero to the left. For the first set, the solution in the
domain of dependence can – for small times – be trivially extended to zero in a
neighborhood of null-infinity. Adding the two solutions and using the linearity
of the wave equation one produces the desired global solution for the given data
in a small time interval.
Corollary 8.1. If (M, g) is a pure AdS or Kerr-AdS spacetime, then the mas-
sive wave equation is globally well-posed in the energy space H2,0AdS provided
α < 94 .
In fact, is is not hard to see that the result holds for any asymptotically AdS
spacetime with interior global causal structure similar to one of the cases above.
8.2 Spherical Symmetry
The results proven here will be applied in a non-linear spherically-symmetric
context in [6, 10]. With that in view, let us examine the regularity assump-
tions on the metric required for Theorem 6.1. Revisiting the proof carefully, we
observe that the constant Cs in the estimate of Theorem 6.1 (and in (40) respec-
tively) depends only on second derivatives of the metric (while the constants
C,Cs in the higher order estimates (41) and (42) require three derivatives).
More precisely, the metric should be C1 and we need to be able to estimate
the error arising from one commutation with the vectorfield ∂t, C [∂tψ], which
generically involves two derivatives of the metric. In the spherically symmetric
application we have in mind, the metric will be written in null-coordinates u, v
as
g = −Ω2 (u, v) dudv + r2 (u, v) dΣ2 (72)
with r (u, v) being the area radius and appropriate asymptotic conditions on Ω
and r ensuring that the metric is asymptotically AdS. One shows that in this
setting the components of the deformation tensor of the vectorfield ∂u+∂v (=∂t)
are
πuu = πvv = 0 , πuv = − 2
Ω3
(Ωu +Ωv) , π
AB =
1
r
gAB (ru + rv)
Evaluating the expression from Lemma 7.2 we obtain
C [∂uψ + ∂vψ] = −4(X)πuv∂u∂vψ − 2
[
2∂uπ
uv − guv∂u
(
2guvπ
uv + gABπ
AB
)]
∂vψ
−2 [2∂vπuv − guv∂v (2guvπuv + gABπAB)] ∂uψ
+terms involving one-derivative of ψ and/or the metric
In particular, we note that the expression does not involve second derivatives
of Ω (but, of course, second derivatives of r). It follows that in the spherically
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symmetric case, for metrics of the form (72), Theorem 6.1 holds assuming that
r is C2 and Ω is C1.
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